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ABSTRACT 
Particle models In twiator theory are reviewed, starting with an intro

duction into the kinematical-twistor formalism which describes massive par
ticles in Minkowski space-time. The internal transformations of constituent 
twisters are then discussed. The quantization rules available from a study of 
twistor scattering situations are used to construct quantum models of funda
mental particles. The theory allows the Introduction of an Internal space 
with a KMhlerian metric where hadron structure is described by "spherical" 
states of bound constituents. It is conjectured that the spectrum of succes
sive families of hadrons might approach an accumulation point in energy. 
Above this threshold energy, the Kühlerlan analog of ionization could occur 
wherein the zero-mass constituents /twistors/ of the particle break free. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Рассматривается модель частиц таисторной теории после введения кинема

тического твистора частицы, имеющей массу покоя в пространстве-времени Минков-
ского. Рассмотрены внутренние трансформации составных твисторов. Правила кван
тования, полученные твисторным описанием проблем разброса, были применены при 
составлении квантовой модели основных частиц. Эта теория дает возможность вве
дения такого внутреннего поля с метрикой Келера, где адронная структура описы
вается сферическими состояниями связанных составных частей. Предполагается 
возможность движения серий семейств адронов к точкам аккумуляции энергии. За 
этим порогом энергии может образоваться Келер-вариация ионизации, в которой 
освобождаются беэмассные составные /твисторы/ частиц. 

KIVONAT 
Áttekintést nyújtunk a tvisztorelmélet részecskemodelljelről, a Minkowski 

-téridőben nyugalmi tömeggel rendelkező részecskék kinematikai tvisztorának 
bevezetése után. Megvizsgáljuk az alkotó tvlsztorok bels5 transzformációit. A 
szórásproblémák tvisztorleirásából nyert kvantálási szabályokat az alapvető 
részecskék kvantumos modelljeinek felállítására használjuk fel. Az elmélet le
hetővé teszi, hogy Kühler metrlkáju belső teret vezessünk be, ahol a hadron-
szerkezetet kötött alkotórészek szférikus állapotai Írják le. Felvetjük azt a 
lehetőséget, hogy a hadroncsaládok sorozata az energiában torlódási ponthoz 
tarthat. Б k'lszöbenergla fölött az Ionizáció Kahler-változata léphet fel, 
amelyben a részecske tömeg nélkUli összetevői /tvlsztorai/ kiszabadulnak. 



INTRODUCTION 

Slightly more than a decade has passed since Penrose first 
proffered his twistor approach to relativistic quantum phyÉics. As 
yet, it . cannot be said that twistor theory abounds in numerical 
predictions which would allow a straightforward check. But new 
results both in quantizing gravity and in fundamental particle 
theory make some of us hopeful that the situation will change 
soon. In this early stage of development, twistor theory has al
ready attained a number of remarkable features such as providing 
a method of quantization which is inherently covariantH Twistor 
functions can be used to describe curved-space situations and 
certain gauge fields when deformations of the twistor space are 
allowed for. These latter aspects of the theory will be treated 
in Dr. Ward's accompanying lecture. It is hoped that twiston 
will eventually allow us to view general relativity and quantum 
phenomena in a consistent picture. 

From the point of view of group theory, a twistor is the 
"spinor" /point of the four-valued representation space/ of the 

2) 
15-parameter conformal group . Such a definition, however, is too 
much restrictive since it would not include among the twistore 
objects like the infinity twistor which have no invariant meaning 
with respect to the full conformal group . This is because inver
sions of the Minkowski space-time exchange the light cone of some 
finite point with the'light cone "at infinity". Such a definition 
would also exclude rest-mass from twistor theory, by the obvious 
reason that only massless systems /fields or particles/ possess 
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conformai symmetry. 

in order to include rest-mass into the theory, we must de
stroy its conforraal symmmetry. As long as we consider flat-space 
situations, a perfectly able way of doing this is to introduce an 
"infinity twistor" which has the requir d Poincaré invarlance 
properties. But we must keep in mind that this infinity twistor 
will have to be replaced by a more sophisticated construct when 
the theory is extended to describe quantum geometry. 

We shall confine our attention to flat-space applications of 
tv/istor theory in the forthcoming discussion. In Section 1 we in
troduce the kinematlcal twistor of a massless as well as of a 
massive particle. We decompose this twistor in Section 2 into 
terms each describing a massless constituent particle. The de
composition defines internal symmetry groups the structure of 
which depends on the number of massless constituents. There is a 
simpler description for a massless particle in the theory using a 
one-index twistor. In Section 3 we summarize some results on the 
canonical structure of the equations which govern the behaviour 
of the constituent twistors in scattering. These canonical equa
tions, first derived in a joint work with P. Tod , provide the 
twistor quantization rules. 

Section 4 is devoted to the internal properties of three-
-twlstor systems. We show that these properties can be convenient
ly described by introducing a 3-complex-dimensional space, pos
sessing a Kahlerian metric. The internal-symmetry group ISU(3) is 
then represented on state functions on this space. The represen
tations of the group ISU(3) are used to classify low-mass hadron 
states. In Section 5 we outline a broader scheme involving 4-
-twistor particles. We show that such a system can be pictured as 
a pair of mass points in the unitary space. Thus we obtain a 
hadron model which can be described as a "KHhlerian atom" in the 
complex internal space. We conjecture that radial excitations of 
the system yield successive flavor families up to a certain ener
gy threshold beyond which the twistor constituents get deliberat
ed. 

\ 
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1. THE KINEMATICAL TWISTOR 

We are concerned with Poinearé-covariant propert ies of a dy
namical system. Let the system be c losed; constants of the motion 
are the four-momentum P and the t o t a l angular momentum M (a, 
b , . . . space-time indices range through 0 , 1 , 2 and 3 ) . We can e x 
p l o i t the skew symmetry of Ma t o def ine a symmetric spinor u by 

MAA'BB' ш y A B e A ' B ' + e AB - А ' В ' ( 1 l } 

The epinor components of the total angular momentum are simply 

„AA'BB' e Mab aAA' 0BB' # ( 1 2 ) 

where the o's are elements of the Pauli matrices. 

Given these data, we obtain the locus of the center of mass 
as 

***' - 1 » - 2 ( И Ь Р А ; • ; » ' » ' * * > + tp**' . ( 1 . 3 , в - в 
2 _ pAA', with т an arbitrary real number and m - P~* Pm., the mass square. 

/Let us exclude massless systems from the present discussion. Their 
treatment is made quite elementary in the twistor picture '/. 

The spin is obtained as 

s**' - { / v ; - г*'»' р^ли»)-1 (1.4) 
These equations suggest that a complexified Minkowski space-time 
be inti 
points 
be introduced ' where the complex center of mass i s given by the 

XAA' s X AA' + i gAA' . A B p A ' m - 2 + т р А А ' # ( 1 # B ) 

m в 

Thus, a p a r t i c l e with spin i s "shifted" into the complex region 
of the complex Minkowski space-time (CM) • Note that the same CfT 
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is required if we want to interpret as solutions of the 
twistor equation 

A . AA' ы = i x ттд, (1.6) 

where the twistor Za(ct = 0,1,2 and 3) has spinor parts 

(Za) - (<Д V ) (1.7) 

AB ABf 

Under Poincaré transformations, the quantities и and P 
aß behave as components of a symmetric twistor A , 

-2iy A B P' 
[A 0 ß] = 

В' 
(1.*) 

This twistor A is Penrose's angular momentum twlstor 'or klnema-
ticc.1 twistor. Its Lorentz rotation properties are obvious in the 
spinor notation. Under translations 55 - x , we have P ß, * Р^«г 

and y A B = u A B -'i x^\,P B^ B'. By the definition (1.8), ha* has the B' property 

A a p I = A I a p 
A YP AYP (1.9) 

where £ y p is the conjugate twistor /the conjugation rule is basi

cally: (Z* ) = (S., w A ' ) / . The infinity twistor I o ß has the com-

ponents 

Г е А В О 

[l e B] (1.10) 

АД' _ a 
Prom the fact that P*"4 is time-like it follows that for any Z 
we have 

zy\y<-° • ( l . i i ) 
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aß All kinematical data are given in terms of A . 
Thus, the mass m is obtained 

m aSi = 4 Det [A a s] . (1.12) 

,aß Therefore, for massive systems A , as a matrix, is regular and 
has an inverse В ß . This inverse twistor has the explicit form 

В aß 4 A . + 2 s;pAnft> • 
m aß 'a Apß- ( Ы З ) 

'0 In (1.13) we have introduced the spin twistor S of components 
О 0 

[s'4 
1 a J 

ßl -
А'В -2S A ° 0 

(1.14) 

Clearly, the spin twistor is a Poincaré-covariant quantity hence 
it can be expressed directly in twistor terms 

ß ^ . „ 4,_4__ ,.„4-*.«« ?3 - ^*0l 

(1.15) "ap " 2 a 

S" p is a Hermitian twistor, S? « S-1* . It has the property a »a p r- «- л 

(1.16) s p s° - s p s a = j 2 i ftipa 

a 6 0 a baß' 

In (1.16), the factor of proportionality 3 is the magnitude of the 
spin. When the spin vanishes, it follows from Eq. (1.13) that the 
inverse twistor В g becomes proportional to the conjugate of the 
angular momentum twistor. 

2. CONSTITUENT TWISTORS 

A major dissimilarity between the description of massive and 
massless particles Is that a one-index twietor Za suffices for 
describing a noseless system, whereas a massive system requires 
the use of the angular momentum twistor. Let us remedy this ap-



parent shortcoming. 

For a massless particle, we easily obtain the kinematical 
data in terms of the twistor components (1.7): ' 

PAA' = V * A ' AB . v„ 
у = iwy л 

(A=B) (2.1) 

Hence, the angular momentum twistor is /cf. (1.8)/ 

Aaß = 2 z( a iß)Y2 (2.2) 

By counting the independent parameters we see that all but the 
complex phase factor of Z a are included in A . We may say that 
the invariance group of the zero-mass angular momentum twistor 
(2.2) is simply U(l). 

Let us take now a massive system. We first note that any set 
(p ,M .) can be thought of as a sum of at least two massless sets 
(P ,M , ; i = 1,2,..., n; n > 2). Of course, we can use the one-
-Index twistor description for the fictitious subsystems (Pa»Mafe) 

Considering the simplest case n = 2, we have the twistors Z 
and w , in terms of which we write 

a 

Aaß . 2 z(«Iß)Yz + 2 ̂ (^)У^ 
У У 

(2.3) 

This is, by far, not a unique way of representing the system. We 
have lo data given by A whereas the pair (Za, W a) contains 16 
real parameters. Accordingly we notice that the same angular mo-
mentum twistor A is generated by the pair 

£«' о В 
< 

r 

z a 

; • Y í w « 
+ XI aB 

W, (2.4) 

• a ß Now (̂  p is a unitary matrix and A a complex number. We have a 
6-parameter group of internal-symmetry transformations of A a . 
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As for the structure of this group , for A=0 we have SU(2)®U(1). 
This U(l) part combines with the two commuting translations para
metrized by the complex X to form E(2) f the group of Euclidean 
motions in the 2-plane. 
So we arrive at the result 'that the internal-symmetry group has 
the structure 0(3)$E(2) where the tilde signifies a double cover. 

It should be made clear that internal-symmetry transforma
tions are not twistor transformations: they do not preserve scalar 
products like Z aZ or W aZ . In particular, the U(2) subgroup will 
alter the internal spins and relative angular momenta of the com
posing null subsystems while it preserves the total angular mo
mentum. The A translations correspond to shifting the null sub
systems in the complex space-time СИ. 

A surprising feature of multiple-twistor systems is that 
their intrinsic structure is related to the space-time spin. 
Let us introduce the "isospin vector" 

(2.5) J = \ (Z , W ) a 
— 2 N a or — 

Z 
a W 

J has the correct transformation properties under the internal 
SU(2) group. Now it is easy to see that (2.5) gives the rest-frame 
components of the space-time spin (1.4). Recent investigations by 
Penrose ' appear to confirm that this is more than just a coinci
dence. If we accept Penrose's suggestion that leptons can be con
sidered as two-twistor quantum systems, we come to the conclusion 
that "isospin" and spin coincide for leptons. There is another 
prediction we obtain from the structure (2.5): Since no infinity 
twistor occurs here, the spin must be conformally invariant. Let 
me surmise then that this higher invariance property of leptons, 
rather than the strength of interactions, has to do with the 
grossly distinct behaviour of leptonic and hadronic g-factors. 

Before coining to the question of interactions and quantiza
tion, it may be right to add some remarks on composite systems 
with more than two constituent twistors. For n • 2, the twistor 
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description involves a 15-parameter symmetry group. This group 
is, in a way, too large: It has double transitivity surfaces in 
the twistor space. Already from classical considerations ' one 
infers that a more "economical" twistor group exists which ha;: 
only 14 parameters and which is isomorphic with the inhomogeneous 
SU(3) group. To be more precise, there are many possible inhomo
geneous extensions of the group SU(3). We may signify this by ap
plying the usual highest-weight notation to indicate the transfor
mation properties of the translation generators. Then the twistor 
group is 

I ( 1 0 )SU(3) . 
Particle physicists have studied another inhomogeneous group, the 
I* 'SU(3), several years ago . This latter group arises when 
one considers motions in an octet space. Whereas the problem of 

(11^ 8 9 ̂  
unitary representations of Г 'SU(3) is well studied ' ' , this 
cannot be said about Ir 'SU(3). There is one remarkable pheno
menon about quantum three-twistor states: Namely,that here the 
15-parameter symmetry group does not emerge at all. Unlike in the 
classical situation, we obtain 1̂  'SU(3) at once. 

When we go beyond n = 3., the internal structure of the 
twistor description will not so radically change. The quantum 
degrees of freedom are killed at an increasing speed with n. This 
is a consequence of certain twistor identities arising from the 

13") 
four-dimensionality of the twistor space ' . 

3. SCATTERING AND QUANTIZATION 

A significant advantage of the twistor approach over many 
conventional theories is that its Hamiltonian structure is in
trinsically covariant. This leads, in turn, to a set of covariant 
quantization rules. 

The Hamiitonian structure of the theory can be studied by 
considering simple scattering situations. This was first done by 
Penrose ' in the case of massless particle scattering on an 
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impulsive electromagnetic or gravitational wave. Such a particle 
must be spinless sir̂ re otherwise it would not be localizable. It 
turns out, however, that the resulting twistor equations are read
ily extended by analytic continuation to the spinning particle 
case. These equations cannot be directly compared with scattering 
experiments because of the non-locallzability of a particle tra
jectory. Comparison will be achieved by considering scattering of 
massive particles. Here we assume that the zero-mass subsystems 
of the particle are described by the continued twistor equations. 

Let us first take the scattering of a spinless, massive par
ticle on a weak gravitational shock wave (it has been shewn in 
Ref. 11 that the argument applies also for electromagnetic scat
tering. We consider this situation as a limiting case of a 
"smooth" space-time in which the history of the particle is given 
by a time-like geodesic. We integrate the geodesic equation using 

12} 
the well-known line element of a plane-fronted wave ' 

ds 2 = 2(du + R(v,c,£)dv) - 2d^dc , (3.1) 

taking the limiting case 

R(v,c,c) = ő(v)[r(c) + r(l)] (3.2) 
where r(/;) is an arbitrary analytic function. We can think of 
this as two portions of Minkowski space-time glued together along 
null planes '. In the flat portions IM and H' of the space-time, 
the particle is represented by its constituent twistore (Z a

f W a) 
and (Z , o t, W ' a ) , respectively. For an infinitesimal scattering we 
have 

Z' a = Z a + 6Z a 

W' a = W* 4- 6Wa 
(3.3) 

The wave front given by r(c) is suitably described by an analytic 
twistor function of homogeneity degree 2, eay f(Z a). 
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There are now two important questions to be answered: 

1) Do the scattering equations for (6Za, 6Wa) possess a ca

nonical structure? 

2) If so, what is the Hamiltonian of the problem? 

Accepting that the constituent twistors scatter independent

ly, we obtain 

(3.4) 6z a - _i i ä 6wa . - i 3 S 
3Z a 3 W a 

where H = H + + H + and 

H+(Z) = Z_I a B-^ f(Zp) . (3.5) 

We have to show now that the internal-symmetry transformations 

(2.4) do not destroy the canonical structure of these equations. 

The canonical variables are then the bitwistors 

3 » ( V W a) , £ = (-iZa, -iWa) . (3.6) 

Transformations (2.4) must be of the canonical type. Thus we can 

find a generating function S which depends only on the new mo

menta p/ and old coordinates g : S = S(g, p/)« Indeed/ for the X 

transformations we find 

S - -±(z'a-iAla0Wß)(2a-iXlaYW'
Y) (3.7) 

and the generator function of the U(2) transformations turns out 

to be 

S - a.y £' (3.8) 

where Ц is unitary. This establishes that the canonical structure 
(3.4) is independent of the choice of the constituent twistore. 
The covariant quantization rule [£, g] • J will be satisfied by 
introducing operators on the /analytic/ <j space such that 
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p = a * Ф = э/эа . (3.9) 

All previous twistor relations remain valid as operator relations 
in which the commutators 

[ z a , z 0 ] « о [ z r a , w 0 ] = о [w a , w ß ] = о 
[ж». z-ß] = e ; [ w \ w 6] = 6« < з л о > 

hold. 

In order to obtain a satisfactory answer to question 2), we 
have to show that the Hamiltonian (3.5) is also invariant with 
respect to the internal-twistor transformations. This can be done 
indeed by exhibiting its structure in terms of A . ' However 
this final step requires some care in the case of nongravitational 
interactions, since these may depend on the particular choice of 
the constituent twistors. 

The quantization rules (ЗЛО) can be oenerallzed to a par
ticle with n constituents zj, Zj,... zjj . We have 2 3' 

[íj. ?{} = 0, [Zj, z\] = б|б« , (3.11) 

where the constituent indices I, k,... range from 1_ to n. The gen
erators of the internal-symmetry transformations are written in 
terms of twistor operators as 

The Br- generate unitary rotations of the constituents and d.v — _iv ±* 
with conjugate d ~ generate internal translations. 

4. A UNITARY SPACE 

The diversity of the experimentally observed properties of 
fundamental particles cries out for an appropriate quantized 
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scheme in which due attention can be paid to these properties. If 
we accept that the twistor state function exhaustively describes 
the particle, then such functions provide much improvement over 
space-time or momentum space descriptions. Since twistor functions 
carry space-time and intrinsic data simultaneously, the complete 
formalism which uses them must introduce awkward manipulations 
over many-dimensional spaces. However, sometimes it is worthwhile 
to eliminate the space-time content of these functions. Then we 
end up with what may be called the internal-state functions. The 
appearance of an internal-space description is striking in the 
case of 3-twistor particles. 

The generators of the internal symmetry group 1̂  'SU(3) of 
a three-twistor particle are given in terms of operators (3.12) 
as 

Ai _ Bi + l6i в Г 

к к 3 к г 

The generators A, of the SU(3) subgroup are trace-less and Hermi-
tian in unitary representations. The basic Lie-algebra commutators 
of the group l'l0'su(3) are 

[*}, A*] - ф * - oft , [d1, dk] - О 
(4.2) 

[d1, AJJ] = ő£dj - iőjjd1 , [d 1, d j « О . 

A simple realization of the group I* 'SU(3) can be achieved 
on a 3~comple .-dimensional space with complex coordinates z : 

2 1 = uj(zk + t k) . (4.3) 

к к -
Here the complex translations t are generated by d and d. . The 
matrices [u.] are elements of SU(3). The line element of the com
plex space invariant with respecc to transformations (4.3) is 
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} 

ds = dz dz. , (4.4) 

where raising and lowering of indices is achieved by complex 
14) conjugation. Such a space is called a unitary space. 

An interesting feature of the unitary 3-space is the emerg
ence of an intrinsic spin. /The real analog of the situation, 
i.e.,E , does not admit a spin/. 

The spin is defined as the translationally invariant part of 
the angular momentum. This is now a Hermitian tensor. 

4 - *la\,J<* 1*>>Ль (4.5) 
with the operator В defined by 

m 2 В = га^А^ . (4.6) 

In the twistor representation we find that the rest-mass m is 
given in terns of the translation generators as 

m 2 = 2 d rd r . (4.7) 

Similarly, the space-time spin magnitude j coincides with the 
internal spin magnitude via 

j(j+l) = m"2 s£ S* . (4.8) 

Thus the twistor picture provides the relations (4.7) and (4.8) 

between space-time and internal quantum numbers* The spin and the 

rest-mass are simultaneously Casimirian operators of the Poincaré 

group and of the internal twistor group. From definition (4.6) 

we see that exception must be made in our discussion for zero-

-maes particles. 
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We obtain a classification scheme of hadrons by identifying 
the twistor SU(3) internal group with the observed RU(3) flavor 
group. Hadrons are eigenstates of the isospin labels, of the hy-
percharge Y = A- and of the baryon number. This nicely coincides 
with the property of homogeneous twistor functions that they are 

1 2 3 
eigenstates of the Euler operators A. - A-, A_ and B. We sug-15) gest that the quantum number В should actually be identified 
with the baryon number. 

The allowed range of these internal quantum numbers can be 
inferred from an investigation of the irreducible representations 
of 1^ 'SU(3). The unitary irreducible representations have been 
charted in Ref. 15. Note that the matrix elements of the "unitary 
momentum" d are nondiagonal in a basis where Y, I /the isospin 
projection/ and В are good quantum numbers. Now the observed low-
-mass hadron multiplets fit quite well into ISU(3) irreducible 
representations . These multiplets tend to occupy the zero-
-triality positions which lie nearest to the origin of the rep
resentation space. In order to account for this clustering phe
nomenon, presumably we will have to study the dynamics of strong 
interactions which is neglected in the simple free-particle model. 

The vector meson singlet is long known to withstand twistor 
classification schemes. In the unitary irreducible representations 
of I^ 1 0^SU(3), the inequality Л + \i >_ 2j holds15'where X and \i 
are the well-known highest-weight labels of SU(3) representa
tions . One suggestion ' for solving this apparent problem is 
to place the vector singlet /together with some Regge recurrences/ 
in non-unitary ISU(3) representations. 

The application of non-unitary representations in a classifi
cation scheme might seem to contradict Wigner's unitarity the
orem 'which ensures conservation of probability. However, this 
is not really so. A convincing exercise on the use of non-unitary 

18) representations has been presented by Moehinsky '. He has shown 
in detail how a well-known formalism for constructing representa-
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tion functions of the group SU(2) supplies a set of operators 
which are invariant with respect to this group SU(2). Neverthe
less these operators span another, "internal" SU(2) Lie algebra 
the representations of which must be non-unitary. Yet there is 
no violation of the unitarity theorem. Moshinsky's construct fol
lows closely that of the internal twistor groups. 

5. UNITARY BOUND STATES AND "TWISTORIZATION" 

In this Section I shall present a picture, involving many 
conjectural elements, of the high-energy behaviour of the twistor 
hadron model. This picture emenges from an investigation of four-

19) -twistor particles '. 

The Lie algebra of the internal transformations of a four-
-twistor particle defined by operators /3.12/ is an inhomogeneous 
version of u(4) restricted by the relations di-.A.-i = О and 
d r n B k l ^ П = ° which follow from dimensionality considerations. 
The structure of this operator algebra can be visualized by con
sidering two point particles with equal mass m and oppositely 
equal spins, S.j: = - S». in the unitary space. The unitary kin
ematics of this system is given by the data (d,, A-£} and 

i i i ix 
{d,, A ?. }. Operators referring to distinct particles commute. 
The foustwistor internal operators can be constructed from these 
data. We apply a 3+1 decomposition 

d 1 - $ « « k 
dJk a i " d 1 4 

b 1 - - Bj С - - В J 

Thus we find 

i,j,... - 1,2,3 . (5.1) 

Ak ш Alk + A2k' d i ' d l * d 2 ' B * C " B l + B 2 " 2 

*k - e " 1 6 a i k - e i 6 5 2 k < 5' 2> 
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b = 2m (s?e -e s«) 

where the phase operator is defined 
6 m 242d 2d l k 

e = ~2 %Z— (5.3) 
m +2d 1d 2 k 

and 

Si = eijk d J ( A X > * ( 5' 4> 
The difference В - С does not enter the four-twistor algebra. 

Because of the homogeneity of the twistor state functions» 
the eigenvalues of the diagonal part of B? in /3.12/ are good 
quantum numbers. Hence the system is not in an eigenstate of the 
"unitary-space momenta" d . On the other hand, the trace-free 
operators A. generate unitary rotations. Thus the system which 

1 2 3 has sharp eigenvalues for A, - A_ and for A. is in a state of a 
spherical character. This is possible if the two unitary mass 
points with {d., Aj. } and {d,, Л-.} are held together by a cen
tral potential. If the assumption is correct, then one can vis
ualise a hadron as an atom-like structure in unitary space. In 
this picture, the low-mass levels of the iiadron spectrum would 
correspond to excitations of spin- and orbital degrees of free
dom whereas new families of hadrons would appear as radial ex
citations. Since the spin is one of the mediators between space-
-time and unitary space, one would expect that the observed spin 
is less variable when going up to high-energy hadron families. 
Indeed this is what we find with charmed or bottomed particles, 
in contrast to the rise of spin within Regge families. 

Unfortunately, there are still many sources of uncertainty 
which prevent us from fixing details of this model* In particular, 
the properties of the space of many-twistor functions /essential
ly of cohomological nature 7 are not yet satisfactorily under
stood. A possible direction in which presumably one will be able 
to proceed is to select an appropriate binding potential for the 
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unitary-space description of the mass spectrum. Such a potential 
presents us with the intriguing possibility of a finite ionization 
energy. 

In the unitary-space model the ionization would be described 
such that the twistor constituents of the particle become deliber
ated. This could occur if the energy levels of new families of 
particles would tend to an accumulation point. From the available 
data one can hardly tell if this is indeed the case. Speculative 

21 22) papers on the expected overall behaviour of the spectrum ' 
even seem to have overlooked the possibility. A diminishing mass 
growth rate of subsequent particle families is pronounced in the 
lepton spectrum. With hadrons, the decline can at most be much 
slower. 

Even if the "twistorization energy" of hadrons was finite, 
the present data suggest that the phenomenon is not likely to oc
cur below some 300 GeV. However, such a "twistorization" might be 
part of the scene in astrophysics where it would then serve as a 
source of energetic radiation from extragal^ctic objects. 
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